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Directions for use:
Setup:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Connect Trauma Head to ALS Chest by attaching color-coded quick disconnects to right and left lungs and stomach.
Snap head onto body.
Connect internal bleeding (red) and external bleeding (blue) to moulage pump assembly.
Install the 20cc syringe on the yellow port and inject ten to twenty cc’s of air to swell the tongue. Close the valve to
retain the inflation. When the valve is in the correct position, the syringe can be removed without loss of air pressure.
The red port is to spasm the vocal cords. Install the small (10cc) syringe on the red port. CAUTION: Do Not use more
than 10cc’s of air in the larynx. Over inflation will cause the unit to rupture and factory repairs will be necessary.
Place tape (supplied) onto cricothyroid. Attach collar around neck.

Lubrication: Use water based lubricants only.
A tube of KY Jelly is included with the purchase of your airway management trainer. Place a coating of KY Jelly on the E.T. tube
before inserting it into the trainer. Use of a petroleum-based lubricant will void your Simulaids warranty.

Valve usage: (see photo)
a) Set position to deflate tongue and vocal cords.
b) Set position to maintain pressure to keep tongue and vocal cords in swell position.
c) Set position to inflate tongue and vocal cords.

Cleaning:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Unsnap Overlay and remove lungs and stomach from tubes and insert enclosed plugs
Unsnap head from torso.
Carefully remove head with tubes connected from manikin.
Remove plugs from tubes and flush out through mouth with water till stomach tube runs clear.
Clean with soap and water externally.
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